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Abstract TableauBased theorem provers can be extended to cover many
of the nonclassical logics currently used in AI research For both classical
and nonclassical rstorder logic equality is a crucial feature to increase ex	
pressivity of the object language Unfortunately all so far existing attempts
of adding equality to semantic tableaux have been more or less experimental
and turn out to be useless in practice In the present work we introduce
an approach that leads much further and sets the stage for more advanced
developments We identify the problems that stem specically from choosing
semantic tableaux as a framework and state soundness and completeness
results for our method
Introduction
In this paper we present a theoretical basis for as well as an actual implementation
of equality handling in tableaubased theorem provers We do not claim that it can
compete with stateoftheart equality reasoning systems it is however to our best
knowledge the rst equality extension of semantic tableaux that can grasp beyond
textbook examples Using tableaux as a logical basis for mechanical theorem proving
has three major merits First they do not commit one to the usage of normal forms
second they can be extended to cover many of the nonclassical logics 	as has been
done for example in 
  currently used in AI research and third counterexamples
can be generated for nontautologies Moreover while tableaubased systems may
not be the most powerful provers being around they have shown to be sophisticated
enough to be interesting in real applications 

For both classical and nonclassical rstorder logic equality is a crucial feature to
increase expressivity of the object language Unfortunately all so far existing at
tempts of adding equality to semantic tableaux have been more or less experimental
and turn out to be useless in practice In the present work we introduce an approach
that leads further and sets the stage for more advanced developments
We assume that the reader is familiar with semantic tableaux and rstorder logic
with equality 	if not an excellent introduction can be found in 
 To enhance
the readability of our paper we give a short account of the version of the tableau
system used by us in Section  together with some technical denitions that will
be used later In Section  we carry out a careful analysis of the shortcomings in
previous approaches As a result we can clearly identify the problems that stem
specically from choosing semantic tableaux as a framework This analysis becomes
the basis for our own treatment of equality in Section  which avoids the aforemen
tioned drawbacks We state soundness and completeness results for our method
In Section  the method is illustrated with an example Our approach has been
implemented as part of the manyvalued theorem proving system  T
AP 
  and
we provide some empirical data from test runs of this implementation Finally we
 This work has been partly supported by IBM Germany
explain the limitations of the present work and suggest some directions where future
research seems promising Due to space constraints we give no proofs in this paper




Let us x a rstorder language L which is built up from countable sets R of pre
dicate symbols F of function symbols C of constant symbols and Var of object
variables in the usual manner The quantier symbols are   and the binary
logical connectives consist of  	conjunction  	disjunction and  	material im
plication the only unary connective is  	negation Furthermore let us assume
that R contains a binary predicate symbol for equality which we denote by  such
that no confusion with the metalevel equality predicate  can arise We stress that
there is no restriction where equalities can occur in formul
We are using the standard notions of freebound variable sentence model valuation
satisability and tautology Substitutions are mappings from variables to terms and
are extended to formulas usual Since we will only be concerned with substitutions
that are the identity mapping up to a nite number of variables we will denote a
substitution  by fx 	 t     xn 	 tng where fx     xng are the variables that
are changed by 
A model M  hD Ii 	with domainD and interpretation I is called normal i I
is the identity relation on D A model is called canonical if moreover for every
d 
 D there is a term t in L such that tI  d The following theorem shows that
canonical models are analogous to Herbrand models
Theorem  If a set S of sentences is satised by a normal model then there is
also a canonical model that satises S
Since in the tableau proofs it will be necessary to introduce Skolem terms we extend
our rst order language to a language LSko by adding countably many constant
symbols and function symbols for each arity which do not appear already in L
From now on we are working in LSko and we consider only canonical models
Semantic Tableaux
Semantic 	or analytic tableaux have been introduced in the s by E W Beth
and K J J Hintikka its ancestors being Gentzen systems R Smullyan 
 gave a
particularly elegant version of tableaux which increased their popularity largely and
most tableau systems used today are based on his formulation Tableau systems are
available in two versions namely signed and unsigned from which we will be using
the former
For our purposes it is sucient to visualize a tableau proof as a nite labelled
binary tree The node labels are rstorder formulwhich are prexed with a sign
ie an element from fTFg To prove tautologyhood of a formula  we begin with
a tree whose single node is labelled by F  ie we assume that  is false in some
model A tableau proof represents a systematic search for such a model For every
combination of signleading connective 	resp signleading quantier there exists
a tableau expansion rule which reects its semantics We call a maximal path in
a tableau proof tree branch and say that a branch is closed if it contains a pair of
uniable atomic formulwith complementary signs A tableau proof tree represents
a proof of the root formulawhen all branches in the tree can be closed simultaneously
 For each arity greater than  there are countably many function and predicate symbols








where x is a free va	
riable
	
		f	x     xn
where x      xn are the free
variables occurring in  and
f is a new function symbol
Table  Tableau rule schemes for di
erent formula types
	ie using the same unier in other words when every attempt to construct a model
that makes the root formula false leads to a contradiction
Following Smullyan we divide the tableau expansion rules for signed formulinto
four classes rules for propositional formulof conjunctive type 	eg F X  Y 
rules for propositional formulof disjunctive type 	eg TXY  rules for quan
tied formulof universal type 	eg F 	x	x and nally 	rules for quantied
formulof existential type 	eg T 	x	x The rule patterns are summarized in
Table  It should be obvious how the i and i are computed from the semantical
denitions The quantier rules have traditionally been working with ground terms
ie from a universal type formula like T	x	x the formula T	t may be inferred
where t is any ground term and from an existential type formula like T 	x	x
the formula T 	c may be inferred where c is a Skolem constant not occurring on
the current branch Since a proof is only found when the right ground terms are
guessed these rules are a source of much indeterminism which in turn inevitably
leads to expensive backtracking Recent versions of tableau systems 
 therefore
work with free variables that are instantiated on demand ie when a branch is clo
sed We remark that the 	rule we are using here is more liberal than that used in

 and has recently been proposed and proved sound by Hahnle and Schmitt 

We will see in Section  that the availability of a liberal free version of tableaux is
crucial for ecient equality handling
For an example of a proof tree see Section  To achieve completeness some additional
mechanism for handling equality must be provided In the next section we review
the most important approaches
 Analysis of Previous Approaches
Jereys Approach
Jereys approach is a very natural and straightforward way of adding equality to
semantic tableaux It is described in 
  a summary can be found in 
 The
method is based on semantic tableaux without free variables Therefore the ground
versions of the quantier rules are being used As noted above it must be possible to
add all the additional formul to a branch that are valid in canonical models For
this purpose Jerey introduced the following additional tableau expansion rules
If a branch B has a formula 	t on it and an
T 	t  s
	t
	s
T 	s  t
	t
	s
equality T 	t  s or T 	s  t then 	s may be
added to B where 	s is constructed by substi
tuting one of the occurrences of t in 	t by s
Example  Supposed the formulT 	a  b and T P 	a a are on a branch B by
the application of Jereys new expansion rule the new formulT P 	a b T P 	b a
and T P 	b b can be added to B Note that it is not possible to derive T P 	b b in a
single step
Besides the expansion rules there is an additional closure rule As before a branch B
is closed if it contains complementary formulTG and FG But additionally it is
also closed if it contains an inequality F 	t  t where t is any ground term
The new expansion rules are symmetrical and their application is completely un
restricted This leads to an enormous number of irrelevant formulthat can be
T a   b
T c   d
T e   f
F r   s
F a   r
F c   a
F e   c
  l
F f   a

aa
F d   r
F e   d
  l
F f   r

 
F b   s
F c   b
F e   c
  l
F f   b

aa
F d   s
F e   d
  l
F f   s
Figure  The disadvantage of Reevess method Three equalities and one inequality result
in eight branches and even more branches could be added to the tableau
added For example if a branch contains formulT 	f	a  a and T P 	a then
it can subsequently be expanded by all the formulin fT P 	f	a T P 	f	f	a
T P 	f	f	f	a   g According to Reeves 
 Jereys method is therefore useless
in practice
Reevess Approach
Reeves uses an expansion rule that is based on the fact that in a canonical model
where T P 	a     an and FP 	b     bn or F 	f	a     an  f	b     bn is va
lid at least one of the formul F 	a  b    F 	b  bn has to be valid yielding
the following equality expansion rules
T P 	a     an
F P 	b     bn
F 	a  b     an  bn
F 	f	a     an  f	b     bn
F 	a  b     an  bn
Expanding the formula F 	a  b     an  bn results in n new subbranches each
containing one of the inequalities F 	ai  bi 	  i  n
Without doubt Reevess approach has some advantages The search for the closure
of a branch is more directed Only atomic formulthat potentially close a branch
are used for expansion
But the method also has a big disadvantage If a branch contains several equalities
and an inequality the problem shown in Figure  occurs As the new expansion
rule can as well be applied to pairs of equalities and inequalities a large number of
new branches is added to the tableau It grows exponentially with the number of
equalities on the branch As a consequence Reevess approach is not suitable for
implementation
Nevertheless we adopted the idea of transforming pairs of potentially closing atoms
into disjunctions of inequalities In our approach however building disjunctions
from pairs of equalities and inequalities is avoided
Popplestones Approach
Popplestones approach 
 is based on Jereys method It uses the same tableau
expansion rules The only improvements made essentially regard implementation
The main idea is to attach a graph to each formula in a tableau The nodes of
this graph are labelled with terms that occur above the formula on the branch or
that can be derived from these terms using equalities present on the branch Two
nodes in the graph are adjacent if one can be transformed into the other by a single
equality application Thus two nodes in the same graph are known to be equal if
and only if they are connected Therefore a branch is closed if it contains a formula
F 	t  s which has a graph attached to it proving t to be equal to s A closure
caused by complementary atoms can be found in a similar way
This method has several advantages Any heuristic can be used to search in the
graphs and to expand them Also the information about the equality of certain
terms can be reused in new formulgenerated by application of a tableau expansion
rule
But there is still a problem information about the equality of all the terms in all
the formulin a tableau is generated As will be shown later this is not necessary
It suces to take a closer look on some of the atomic formul and the terms they
contain
Fittings Approach
Like Popplestones method Fittings is also an improvement of Jereys approach
In 
 a complete implementation of a tableaubased theorem prover with equality
in PROLOG is contained
Fitting combines free variable tableaux with treatment of equality The advantages
of using free variables have already been discussed ! only free variable substitutions
that are necessary are performed But with equalities present in a tableau substi
tutions are also necessary at other points than closure of branches There might be
equality rule applications that require substitutions of free variables Fortunately
these substitutions are easy to obtain namely in a similar way as those substitutions
that are needed to close a branch If an equality T 	t  s is to be applied to a for
mula T Z	t the application of an MGU  of t
T 	t  s
	t
		s
T 	s  t
	t
		s
where  is an MGU of t and t
and t to the tableau is sucient and necessary
Fittings tableau expansion rules are thus the rules
shown on the right Fitting also addresses the pro
blem of indeterminism embodied in the tableau
expansion rules As indeterminism is dicult to
implement and inevitably leads to expensive backtracking its elimination is an im
portant improvement To achieve this the application of equality rules is separated
from the application of the standard tableau expansion rules The application of the
latter has to be exhausted before equalities are being applied to a tableau In this
process rules may be applied to a certain formula only a nite number of times
say q As a consequence completeness has to be relativized If  is an unsatisable
formula then a closed tableau for  will only be found when the limit on the num
ber of rule applications is suciently high In practice one could implement an
incremental prover which tries to nd a proof by increasing the limit after each
try
Fitting proves his method to be complete in the above sense if only the order of rule
applications is fair ie if there is a standard tableau expansion rule that can be
applied to a certain formula this application will eventually happen
Besides the elimination of indeterminism there is another important point involved
here After the rst stage of tableau expansion is nished and the tableau is ex
hausted 	observing the limit q for rule applications it is sucient to expand the
tableau in the second stage solely by equality applications to atomic formul That
greatly decreases the number of possible equality applications
In addition the method has advantages for implementation as it is not necessary to
switch between the application of equalities and the application of other expansion
rules Thus an appropriate data structure for dealing with equalities can be chosen
Indeterminism is only partly resolved yet since there may be several ways to close
a branch or to apply equalities that require dierent free variable substitutions
Fittings system subsequently tries each of these possibilities by means of PRO
LOGs backtracking The resulting ineciency presumably is the main reason for
his concluding remark   But remember the resulting system while complete may
take years to prove anything interesting Good heuristics are vital now
Fitting proposes something similar to a heuristic an orientation is assigned to the
equalities They are applied only from left to right This makes it possible to
avoid those applications of equalities like T 	f	a  a which yield a large number
of new formul But there is a drawback of course Completeness would be lost if
there were not the following new expansion rule The formula T 	x	x  x may be
added to every branch Unfortunately this enables one to reverse the orientation of
equalities If a branch contains an equality T 	f	a  a one can add T 	x	x  x
and deduce T 	x  x from the latter Applying the rst equality to the left side of
T 	x  x yields T 	a  f	a Therefore this technique can only be described as a
heuristic that species a preferred ordering of equalities in which they are tried rst
CompletionBased Methods
An essential prerequisite for using methods that are based on the completion of an
equality theory is that the equalities are universally closed This condition does
not hold for the equalities in tableaux with free variables there has to be a single
substitution which when applied allows to close all branches simultaneously
A method of equality theory completion would be needed where the resulting com
plete theory not only provides the information whether two terms are equal but
also the set of all free variable substitutions that allow to prove equality of these
terms using the initial equalities This problem has to our best knowledge not been
addressed so far
On the other hand for adding equality to ground semantic tableaux rewrite systems
may well be used In 
 an example of such a system is given The problem of
course is that the success of the rewrite part depends on the right guesses of terms
in rule applications This will inevitably lead to frequent backtracking over the
whole tableau and is hopelessly inecient in practice
 An Improved Equality Module for TableauBased Provers
Two Separate Tableau Expansion Stages
From Fittings approach we adopted the idea of separating the tableau expansion
into two stages In the rst stage the standard rules are applied until the tableau is
exhausted 	observing the limit for rule applications Thus in the second stage it
is possible to restrict equality applications and to avoid the generation of useless new
formul Equality rule applications can be limited to inequalities F 	t  s and pairs
of atomic formulhTP 	t     tnFP 	s     sni that potentially close a branch
where P is not the equality predicate  In particular for preserving completeness
it is not necessary to apply equalities to other equalities
When a tableau is exhausted most of its formulare not needed any more From
then on only equalities inequalities and pairs of potentially closing atoms are of
interest Therefore the tableau can be left and equality reasoning is done on a
more suitable 	and ecient data structure For this optimization it is crucial that
backtracking to the rst building stage of the tableau does not occur too frequently
Disjunctions of Inequalities
The new data structure mentioned in the previous section consists of two sets of
certain formulfor each branch B of an exhausted tableau The rst one is the set
Gl	B dened as
Gl	B  fs  t  T 	s  t 
 Bg
ie the set of all equalities present on B The second is the set Dis	B which consists
of disjunctions of inequalities It embodies the two remaining types of important
formul For every pair hT P 	t     tnF P 	s     sni of atoms that potentially
close B in Dis	B there is the nplace disjunction t  s      tn  sn and for
every inequality F 	t  s on B in Dis	B there is the 	oneplace disjunction t  s
Example  Consider the branch shown in the left part of Figure  The corre	
sponding set of equalities is fa  b b  cg
 the set of disjunctions of inequalities is
fa  cg
A tableau T with branches B     Bk is closed if there is a substitution  of free
variables such that for each branch Bi there is a disjunction Di 
 Dis	Bi which can
be proved to be unsatisable using the equalities in Gl	Bi Soundness of this new
closure rule is justied by the following consideration that holds for each branch Bi
If a disjunction Di  	t  s has emerged from an inequality F 	t  s 
 Bi and Di
can be proved to be unsatisable we have in fact proved that when  is applied
F 	t  t is valid in every canonical model of Bi which is clearly a contradiction
If on the other hand Di  	t  s      tn  sn has emerged from a pair of
potentially complementary atoms hT P 	t     tnFP 	s     sni unsatisability
of Di implies that FP 	t     tn holds and the branch can be closed as usual
A straightforward method to prove an inequality t  s to be unsatisable is to
calculate step by step the equivalence classes of the terms t and s using equalities
in Gl	Bi and look in these classes for common elements
One has to take into account that dierent free variable substitutions may lead to
dierent equivalence classes The problem of nding a suitable substitution that
allows to refute all inequalities in a disjunction simultaneously is discussed in the
next section
The transformation of pairs of potentially closing atoms into disjunctions of inequa
lities corresponds to the application of Reevess expansion rule but the disadvantage
of Reevess approach is avoided as disjunctions of inequalities are no longer allowed
to be built up from pairs of equalities and inequalities
The gain of eciency in closing a branch by calculating equivalence classes instead
of adding new formulis illustrated by the following example
Example  If the branch shown in the left part of Figure  is expanded and closed
according to Jereys method the information that c can be derived from a has to
be generated twice to derive the formula T P 	c c that is used to close the branch
Irrelevant formul such as T P 	a c are repeatedly added to the branch With no
heuristic at hand to avoid useless equality applications up to eight new formulare
added to close the branch
In Figure  the branch is closed based on the transformation into disjunctions of
inequalities There is only one disjunction containing two identical inequalities
that are merged into one It is possible to prove the inequality to be unsatisable
after no more than two new terms have been derived
Example  demonstrates that for Jereys method the number of formulgenerated
in order to close a branch grows exponentially with the arity n of the involved
predicate symbols even if there is only one pair of potentially closing atoms if for
each occurring term there is only one equality that can be applied to it and if no
free variable substitutions have to be applied It is very dicult to avoid the worst
case because a heuristic would be needed to recognize irrelevant formul Only
in the best case the number of generated formulgrows linearly with n whereas
the number of equality applications when the new method is used always grows
linearly even in the worst case
In addition it is possible to use any heuristic to direct the search for commonelements
in the equivalence classes
Most General Substitutions
The problem of nding a free variable substitution that allows to close all inequalities
in one of the disjunctions of each branch simultaneously will be addressed next
A possible but inecient solution would be to subsequently try each grounding
substitution
Fortunately there is a much better method namely not to restrict the search to
grounding substitutions Instead a closer look is taken at those substitutions  that
are an MGU of one side of an equality and an already derived term t or one of its
subterms ie that allow to apply this equality to t This proves to be sucient for
preserving completeness as the following holds If the term s can be derived from t
T 	a  b
T 	b  c
F P 	c c
















Figure  The branch of a tableau being closed using the method based on the transforma	
tion into disjunctions of inequalities and the calculation of equivalence classes
The new data structures are represented by a box containing the equalities ha	
ving below it the two sides of the inequality with the terms in the equivalence
classes of the left and the righthand term computed so far
with the help of  then s subsumes every term s that can be derived from t with the
help of a grounding substitution 
 more special than  ie there is a substitution
 such that s  s Therefore an inequality that can be closed using the term s
can be closed using s as well
Since equivalence classes may contain nonclosed terms when they are built up using
most general substitutions an inequality is not only closed if the equivalence classes
corresponding to its left and righthand side terms have a common element but it
is already closed if two uniable terms occur in these classes
Example    fy 	 xg is a most general substitution that allows to apply the
equality T 	f	x  x to the term g	f	y The term g	x would be the result of this
application If the grounding substitution   fy 	 a x 	 ag which is more
special than  was used the term g	a could be derived from g	f	y
Now if an inequality becomes closed because g	a is a common element of the equi	
valence classes corresponding to its left and righthand sides that inequality may
as well be closed using g	x since g	x subsumes g	a
BreadthFirstSearch for Substitutions
Using most general substitutions to build up equivalence classes leads to a search
tree for each side of an inequality whose edges are coloured with most general substi
tutions and whose nodes are the sets of terms that can be derived from the present
equalities using terms already on the branch and the substitution on its incoming
edge
The edge leading to the root node of a search tree is labelled with the most general
of all the empty substitution and the root node itself consists of the terms that can
be derived in one step without applying any substitutions in particular including
the starting term itself The tree branches when the application of equalities to a
term on one of the leaf nodes requires additional substitutions that are more special
than those associated with its incoming edge
Each of the terms in a search tree is associated with the substitution  on its incoming
edge and as well with the substitutions that are more special than  Substitutions
become more special towards the leaves Figure  shows an example
One may prove that while using these search trees all substitutions that allow to
close an inequality can be found A depthrstsearch could easily be implemented
based on PROLOGs backtracking
In general however search trees have innitely long branches It is therefore very
dicult to realize when another branch should be tried the problem is in fact
undecidable In addition it is often necessary to look for more than one closing
substitution for each inequality as a disjunction is only closed provided that all
substitutions used to close its inequalities are compatible Consequently heuristics
would have to be used in order to decide at which point the search in a branch













Figure  The search tree that is built from the right side of the inequality gga  a if
GlB contains the equalities gfx   x  and gx  fx
heuristics react too quickly such that many possibilities for closing inequalities are
being missed or they react too slowly and one has to wait too long before the right
branches are tried
All these problems are avoided if breadthrstsearch is used ie all branches are
searched simultaneously Breadthrstsearch is much more powerful because any
heuristic can be used to push ahead the search in some of the branches more quickly
than in others Therefore virtually any other search method can easily be simulated
Since breadthrstsearch cannot be based on PROLOGs backtracking it is ho
wever slightly more dicult to implement in PROLOG
Data Structures for BreadthFirstSearch
Breadthrstsearch as proposed in the previous section can be implemented using
sets htiB that contain all the equivalence classes of a term t on a branch B associated
with dierent substitutions The elements s of htiB are terms labelled with the
substitution which is needed to derive them from t using equalities in Gl	B If for
example the application of fx 	 ag leads to an equivalence class of the term a
that contains g	f	a the element g	f	afx ag is in haiB 
One can view the sets htiB as a representation of the search trees introduced in the
previous section s 
 htiB if and only if s occurs on some node of the search tree
whose incoming edge is coloured with 
Thus all required equivalence classes for checking an inequality are handled simulta
neously htiB is in general an innite set but there is a sequence of approximations
	htin
Bn to htiB that can be computed with a deterministic algorithm
The only element in the rst set htiB is tid The additional elements in hti
n
B are
those that can be derived in one step from a certain element t 
 htinB using the
equalities in Gl	B where t  H	htinB is chosen by a certain heuristic H Elements
that are subsumed by others are not included since an inequality that can be proved
to be unsatisable using a term s  can as well be proved to be unsatisable using




 Subsumption Suppose s s are terms and   are substituti	
ons s subsumes s

  if s and s
 are uniable with an MGU 
 such that s
  s
and both  and 
 are more general than 
Example  f	xfyag subsumes f	afxayag
 afxyg subsumes afxbybg
On the other hand afxfyg does not subsume afxfbg
 both of these terms do
however subsume afxfbybg
De	nition  Sequence of Sets hti
n
B The sets hti
n
B are inductively dened as
follows
 htiB  ftidg
 Let the set "n contain all the elements from hti
n
B and in addition the terms r
that can be derived in one step from s  H	hti
n
B where r can be derived in
one step from s if
 
 is an MGU of a subterm of s and one side of an equality G 
 Gl	B

 r can be derived from s
 by application of G
 

  is more general than 
 
Then htinB contains all elements from "n that are not subsumed by another
element in "n If there are several elements subsuming each other an arbitrary
one is chosen
Example  Table  shows the computation of hainB for n     using the set




 aid aid aid
g	f	afx ag











Table  Computation of hain
B
n     Example 
De	nition  Closed Tableau A tableau T with branches B     Bk is clo
sed if for each branch Bi 	  i  k there is a disjunction
Di  	ti  si     tini  sini 
 Dis	Bi











can be found for some lij lij   where r
ij and rij are uniable with an MGU ij 
and there is a grounding substitution  such that all of the substitutions ij  ij ij
	  i  k   j  ni are more general than 
If one shows a tableau to be closed the substitution  mentioned in the above de
nition allows to prove one disjunction of inequalities for each branch of the tableau
to be unsatisable
One can check whether a tableau T is closed according to Denition  by gra
dually computing the sets htiBi  hti

Bi
    for every term t occurring in Dis	B
   Dis	Bk where B     Bk are the branches of T  Denition  provides an
eective way to do this
Heuristics for Term Search
Before soundness and completeness of the method based on the sets htinB can be
stated we have to say something about the heuristics The heuristic H for choosing
an element from htin
B
to which equalities are applied has to be fair in the following
sense
De	nition  Fair Heuristic A heuristic H is fair if for each term t each
n   and each element s 
 hti
n
B there is an m   such that H	hti
m
B  subsumes s 
For example the heuristic that always chooses the syntactically shortest term which
has not been chosen before is fair We propose that the heuristic in Denition  is
fair in the above sense The heuristic we have been using for our implementation is
described below
Theorem  Suppose T is a tableau with root formula 
If T is closed according to Denition  then  is not satisable in a normal model
If  is not satisable in a normal model and if the limit q for rule applications is
suciently high T is closed according to Denition 
The proof is based on the following lemmawhich claries the connection between the
sets htinB and the equivalence classes of the term t that are associated with dierent
substitutions
Lemma  If r 
 hti
n
B and  is more general than the grounding substitution 
 
then the equivalence class of t that is associated with 
 contains the term r
 
If the equivalence class of t that is associated with the grounding substitution 
 con	
tains a term s then for some n   there is an element r 
 hti
n
B that subsumes s 
For our implementation we used the following heuristic for choosing the next element
from hti
n
B to which equalities are applied
De	nition  Implemented Heuristic The criteria for selection ordered by
their importance are as follows
 Elements that have been chosen before are not considered again
 The term weight G	s and the distance D	s  G	s  G	s to the weight of
the term s from which s has been derived  Terms s are preferred that
a have a positive weight distance D	s
b have a lower weight G	s
c have a higher weight distance D	s
 The number of steps necessary to derive a term Terms that can be derived in
fewer steps are preferred
We remark that this heuristic is fair in the sense of Denition  The term weight is
by default given by the lexicographic length of the terms but can easily be changed
in order to prove theorems over specic domains
D	s
 is not dened for the single element tid in hti

B
 since it is not derived from a term





An equality has often to be applied more than once in order to close a branch each
time with dierent substitutions for the variables occurring in it A typical example
is the associativity axiomAs  	x	y	z
	x y z  x  	y z from group theory
In most cases it has to be applied several times with dierent instantiations of x y
and z to prove even simple theorems of group theory
In semantic tableaux the mechanism to do so usually is to apply the rule more
than once to As and thus generate several instances of As each with dierent free
variables substituted for x y and z
Consequently to prove a theorem the limit q has to be at least as high as the
maximal number of necessary applications of the same equality with dierent sub
stitutions for the free variables it contains Before equalities can be applied however
the tableau has to be exhausted but the higher the limit q is the more branches
have to be closed and the bigger the tableau becomes Moreover it is quite dicult
to choose the limit q appropriately because one does not know how many equality
applications will be needed
The problem could be avoided if equations in the initial tableau were not allowed to
occur nested in other formul but appeared only on the toplevel We did however
not want to employ this restriction in order to allow for a natural formulation of
problems Nevertheless the problem can at least partly be solved if one is able to
recognize formuland in particular equalities that are universal ie that can be
used repeatedly with dierent substitutions for the variables they contain
De	nition  Universal Formula Suppose  is a formula on some tableau
branch B If   T F for some F let u  F else if   FF let u  F 
 is universal with respect to x if the following holds for every normal model M
and every grounding substitution 
If M j B then M j 		xu
The problem of recognizing universal formulea is in general undecidable However
a wide and important class of universal formulcan be recognized easily
Theorem 
 A formula  on a branch B is universal with respect to x if either
  has been generated by applying a rule to a formula and x is the free
variable that has been substituted for the variable bound by the leading quantier
in the formula or
  has been generated by applying an  or a rule to a formula which is
universal with respect to x
Once formulare recognized as being universal this knowledge can be taken advan
tage of in the following way
 If an equality T 	t  s on a branch B is universal with respect to a variable
x the equality is implicitly universally quantied by marking all occurrences
of x in the equality as being universal	 Thus later on the variable x does
not have to be instantiated to apply the equality
 Tomake use of the universal validity of other formulthe variables with respect
to which they are universal are substituted by new ones that hitherto do not
occur on the tableau The occurrences of the same variable in dierent for
mulare substituted by dierent new variables This is done before the sets
Dis	B are being built Therefore it is less likely that a branch is prevented
from being closed by a substitution which interferes with the closure of other
branches
Cf the example at the end of the next section
To mark an occurrence of a variablex as being universal it is given in the following a dierent
typeface
Theorem  still holds if one takes advantage of the universal validity of formul
ie soundness is preserved Since elements subsuming each other are removed the
sets htinB are still nite although Gl	B may contain implicitly universally quantied
formul
 Examples
In this section we are going through an example in detail which shows how the
method works and which also demonstrates most 	though not all of its advantages
The formula we are going to establish as a tautology is
	x
g	f	x  c  	f	x  g	x    g	g	a  g	f	b
where  is an arbitrary formula that can be proved to be unsatisable without the
use of equalities
It will turn out that a limit of  is sucient thus formulwill be removed after
the rst rule application to them
The rst stage of tableau expansion yields the tableau shown in Figure  According
to Theorem  some of the formulare universal with respect to x Since the
formulmarked with an asterisk are no longer present on the tableau the expansion
using logical rules is nished but the tableau cannot be closed
  F 	x
g	f	x  c  	f	x  g	x    g	g	a  g	f	b
  T 	x
g	f	x  c  	f	x  g	x  
F g	g	a  g	f	b
  T g	f	x  c  	f	x  g	x  
T g	f	x  c
  T f	x  g	x  














Figure  Expanded tableau after rst stage
At this stage the equality reasoning part is invoked Let us refer with the letter B
to the open branch Then B is converted into the following data structure
Gl	B  fg	f	x  c f	x  g	xg
Dis	B  fg	g	a  g	f	bg
This can be conveniently represented as in the top left part of Figure  The al
gorithm now tries to nd uniable elements in the sets hg	g	ainB and hg	f	bi
n
B 
In the rst step by equation 	 the terms g	f	a and f	g	a are derived from
g	g	a If depthrst instead of a breadthrstsearch was used and the useless
term f	g	a was derived rst this would prevent one from deriving g	f	a since
the required substitutions fx 	 ag and fx 	 g	ag are incompatible Backtrac




In the second step rst the useless elements f	f	bfxfbg  g	g	bfxbg are added
to hg	f	biB using equality 	 Then the term c is derived from g	f	b using
equation 	 Since equation 	 is marked as being universal with respect to x the
required substitution fx	 bg has not been actually performed Thus the resulting
term c is indexed with the empty substitution In the next step we can see this
is crucial because the substitution fx 	 ag is needed to derive c from g	f	a If
equality 	 had not been universal the derivation would be stuck at this point with
two incompatible substitutions Backtracking to the rst tableau expansion stage
would be required to produce another copy of equation 	 Moreover a limit of
 would not be sucient causing the fully expanded tableau and in particular the
subtree for T  to be much bigger In addition two copies of the subtree would have
to be closed If  is a complex formula this is very expensive
Now the disjunction g	g	a  g	f	b and thus branch B can be closed using the
compatible elements cfxag 
 hg	g	ai





	 g	f	x  c
	 f	x  g	x
g	g	a g	f	b
 
	 g	f	x  c




	 g	f	x  c






	 g	f	x  c





Figure  Second stage of tableau expansion
If the same formulawas to be proven to be a tautology using Fittings method rst of
all the limit q would have to be raised and more branches would have to be closed
in the subtree for T  In addition more equality applications would be necessary
to prove the inequality g	g	a  g	f	b to be unsatisable If the same heuristic
was used to select the terms and equalities that we used for our implementation
then about  equality applications would be needed Several times free variable
substitutions would be applied that prevent the branch from being closed resulting
in backtracking
If Jereys approach were used the number of equality rule applications would
heavily depend on the order of the equalities 	there would be four equalities on the
branch In the best case only two branches have to be closed a slightly dierent
order however can lead to several hundred branches
Our implementation solves most of the problems stated by Pelletier 
 in a few
seconds Below Pelletiers th problem
 is stated both in natural language and in
rstorde logic
Although a limit of q   is sucient the resulting tableau is too large to be depicted here
Our implementation closes  branches and succeeds in s in proving that the problem as it is




















Someone who lives in Dreadsbury Mansion
killed Aunt Agatha Agatha the butler
and Charles live in Dreadsbury Mansion
and are the only people who live therein
A killer always hates his victim and is ne	
ver richer than his victim Charles hates no
one that Aunt Agatha hates Agatha hates
everyone except the butler The butler ha	
tes everyone not richer than Aunt Agatha
The butler hates everyone Agatha hates
No one hates everyone Agatha is not the
butler
Therefore Agatha killed herself
 Conclusion
We have presented a method for handling equality within a rstorder analytic ta
bleaux framework that outperformances all previous approaches considerably Re
cent tableau proving techniques such as free variables universal formul and a
liberalized 	rule are made full use of Although performance cannot compete with
completionbased equality provers or resolution systems using paramodulation we
think that the eort is justied since tableaubased systems oer superior possi
bilities for many nonclassical logics We stress that in contrary to most other
approaches the equality theory needs not to be specied explicitly but equalities
may occur arbitrarily nested in formul
Our considerations suggest that it might be better to abandon the depthrst
branchbybranch closure of tableaux in favour of a breadthrst approach which
expands a tableau fully before attempting to close all branches simultaneously
Other topics for further investigations are the use of successful equality reasoning
methods such as completionbased algorithms 	though one has to take into ac
count the problem of nonuniversal variables and implementation of manyvalued
equality predicates
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